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Abstract 
A well-defined, compelling brand image and solid marketing are instrumental to lasting company success. In architecture, an 
activity dealing in ideas rather than commodities, branding and marketing hardly feature in the business development strategies 
of most firms - a major, potentially costly oversight, especially in an appearance-driven marketplace. This situation partly stems 
from architectural culture, which is reluctant to engage with marketing culture, and whose ethical standards traditionally 
precluded active competition. The paper investigates the complex architecture/marketing relationship and some of the marketing 
options best suited to small architecture studios, as seen from the perspective of practicing Romanian architect. 
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1. Introduction 
-paced, information and appearance-driven marketplace, it is perhaps surprising that architecture, 
an activity so deeply steeped in creativity, imagery and innovation, is still hesitant to fully commit to bold marketing 
strategies. With the few, though highly publicised exceptions of (st)architects, whose iconic status removes them 
from this discussion, most medium and small architecture studios sell themselves short, or make no effort to sell 
their services at all. A scant percentage of them employ full-time marketing staff or collaborate with marketing 
attributes or to securing work by pursuing specific targets according to a definite plan.  
Needless to say, this situation is problematic in the extreme, especially given the current, crisis-stricken state of 
the economy in the vast majority of countries. The recession has hit the architecture and construction market as well, 
and shaken it up pretty badly. It would stand to reason that tools as powerful as marketing and branding, which can 
really put a studio on the map and keep them in the winning side of the commission field would become staples in 
the business development strategy of any architecture firm, no matter the size. Curiously, this is not the case.  
 Some of the reasons for the considerable disconnect between architecture and marketing can be traced back to 
architectural culture in general, and in particular to a set of three still unresolved issues which have caused ceaseless 
theoretical debates within the profession: who we are, what we do, for whom do we do it, and what is our 
relationship to them. There is also a question of historically evolved ethical standards and gentlemanly fair-play 
practices which precluded active competition between firms until quite recently. These practices are famously 
difficult to eradicate. Moreover, the cultural gap between architecture and marketing engenders skewed perceptions 
of the latter by the former as not specialized stricto sensu, in the same way that architecture is. The cumulative effect 
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of these factors is the palpable disinclination of architecture to embrace the marketing practices which are still 
perceived as counter-intuitive (from the point of view of architectural common sense) and just a little bit alien.    
2. Architectural culture 
As an organism, architectural culture is fantastically slow to change. Despite the flashy, reptilian ease with which 
it sheds skin after skin  evident in the constantly accelerating succession of styles, trends and design fads - these are 
merely surface changes affecting the process and result of the architectural act, but not the deeper, underlying 
structure of architecture as a kind of tribe in possession of an encrypted set of values. The mechanisms which govern 
the perpetuation of these values, their main features and, indeed, the structure of the architectural culture itself are, 
to some extent, quite rigid. At least in part, this rigidity can explain why 
more frequently in close-knit partnerships.        
2.1. Self-perception issues 
Although becoming increasingly specialized over the past few decades, architecture is still a domain requiring in-
depth knowledge and proficiency in several interconnected fields, and is therefore still associated with the image of 
Renaissance polymaths. Similarly to knowing just enough structural engineering to devise sculptural building shapes 
which are sound and feasible, architects are expected to know (and most of them think they should know) how to 
best market their service or product. Sadly, this is not always the case.  
dispute over what the end result of the architectural product actually is. Is it a service, a product, a combination of 
the two? Are we artists and creators wholly responsible for the architectural objects we create, or are we merely 
technical facilitators of the c
different nuances, but the coexistence of general indecision and radical opinions which characterize the profession 
are not in the least conducive to embracing marketing strategies if the objects, goals and target audience of these 
strategies are not precisely defined.     
2.2. The high inertia of traditional practices 
As mentioned before, architectural culture is prone to the perpetuation of traditional values and practices. In 
terms of the advertising of services and portrayal of firms geared towards the market, architecture oscillates between 
two historically developed, but equally pernicious attitudes.  
As early as the second half of the XIXth century, American architects were striving to forge a respectable 
standing for their profession, modelling their organizations and firm structures after those of lawyers and doctors. In 
1909, the American Institute of Architects issued a set of Practice Principles which prohibited the advertising and 
marketing of architecture services, hiring public-relations specialists or participating in competitions outside those 
organized by AIA. What is more, fair but direct competition between firms for the same project was barred up until 
the 1970s, but the ingrained ethics of conduct among professionals has endured, discouraging many architects from 
embracing the practices of marketing.  
In Europe, the prevalent mentality until recently was that of the artist working under commission, responsible 
only for the quality and refinement of his art. While such generalized, prohibitive practices as those instated by the 
since commissions were pri
the same way that painting and sculpture had no reason to: a good architect would never find himself short of work 
precisely by way of being a good architect. In other words, the amount of commissions an architect received by 
word-of-mouth referrals and due to accumulated professional prestige were merely consequences of professionalism 
and the excellence of his work. 
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2.3. Culture clash 
The unsettled differences of architecture and marketing are largely due to the mutual misunderstandings resulting 
from the clash of the two cultures. To the average architect, who has only a nodding acquaintance with most things 
related to marketing, this field of activity can seem not specialized enough (or in the same way that architecture is) 
since there is no definitive career path for marketers, nor many higher education institutions that offer programmes 
in professional services marketing. Very successful marketers come from very varied backgrounds and have had 
different training paths  but this flexibility of knowledge and broadness of scope makes architects unsure about the 
actual nature, goals and process of marketing. Besides, marketing professionals trained in the field of architecture or 
who have done previous work for such firms are very difficult to come by. Without a reciprocal understanding of the 
s coded language 
 
3. Marketing 
The marketing of architectural services translates into a comprehensive cluster of activities needed to create and 
promote the identity of an architecture firm, to position it on the market with a view to attract the highest number of 
prospective clients and thus achieve its development goals. AIA statistics for 2003 show that small firms (under 50 
employees) allocated on average 6.5-8% of their total expenses to marketing  an impressive figure which shows 
that, at least in America, the architecture/marketing relationship has been slowly but steadily improving. In 
Romania, where small architecture firms usually have between two and nine employees, having a share of the 
budget reserved for marketing and hiring qualified marketers to forge and promote their brand identity is a very rare 
occurrence.  Due to the mentality detailed above, the vast majority of firms prefer to designate one of their members 
to take on marketing duties oftentimes at the same time as with promotion, presentations, sales, communication, 
etc.    
3.1. The prevalence of old methods 
Architecture is still tributary to the old methods of gaining a reputation, clients and projects. Word-of-mouth 
referrals as extra compensation for the excellence of architectural services and active socializing in certain circles, 
such as professional and civic organizations or a few select locations of the high-brow entertainment circuit. The 
downfall of these methods is that they reveal next to nothing about what makes the studio unique, they create no 
widespread 
obstinately sticking to these methods, architecture studios significantly decrease their market reach, which, as an 
after-effect of the crisis, needs to be bigger in order to secure the amount of projects needed to support the existence 
of the firm. Besides, the company-oriented values associated with these methods (quality of design, economy of 
fees, timeliness of delivery, etc.) need to be complemented by values attuned to the current, idea- and image-driven  
marketplace  innovation, connectedness, participation, collaboration. 
3.2. Target confusion 
 In marketing, getting the target audience right sits at the forefront of any smart strategy. Still, most marketing 
endeavours devised by architects seem to be addressed to... architects. This is a partly subconscious attitude ensuing 
from the time spent learning and training in studios where peers (students) or superiors (professors) are the only 
focus group available, an attitude which carries through into professional practice. When architects advertise or 
promote their services, they do so in a way that guarantees great reception from their peers, but sometimes gets in 
the way of the service being intelligible and alluring to prospective clients. Considering that a sound marketing 
strategy should be a projection of the firm which enables potential clients to grasp the core essence and values of 
that firm and which gives them insight into its design aesthetic and social stance, there should be a distinct 
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difference between marketing strategies aimed at securing projects and marketing strategies designed to increase 
standing among professional competitors.     
3.3. Lost in translation 
Two problems arise more frequently during 
services into marketing strategies. The first, more easily solved, concerns language: the results of brand promotion 
should not be swamped in technical jargon and specialized notions which, from the point of view of the client, 
detract from the comprehensibility, cohesion and appeal of the material. After all, it is possible to explain even the 
most refined of aesthetic credos, or the most ingenious of cutting-edge construction solutions in terms accessible to 
the vast majority of a public educated in other professional fields. The second problem has to do, once again, with 
self-perception, and is therefore trickier to solve, especially for small architecture studios not benefiting from the 
objective assessment and expertise of a marketing specialist. An alarming number of studios unconsciously 
misrepresent themselves in their branding and marketing campaigns, which are designed around what the partners 
prospectively see the studio as (award winner, up-and-coming heavyweight, etc.) and not on what the studio actually 
is (for example, a small studio with highly trained, dedicated staff who do good work and offer great customer 
service). This error can only drive away an entire bracket of potential clientele, who would bring in small or medium 
projects, and even land the studio in a spot of trouble when it does land complex projects it could not properly 
manage due to lack of human resources, for instance.     
 
4. Branding 
  the ideas, values, philosophy, 
 the 
name, iconography, litera  
in the SMPS Marketer in June 1999. Through branding, comprehensive experiences can be created around a product 
or a service  including architectural services. An effective branding in vitally important to the success of any 
studio, since it will convince clients of the greater value they will derive from the services of that particular studio, 
than from those of the competition. In Romania, however, studios with strongly developed and promoted brand 
identities are few and far between, and the quality of the services continues to be seen as the only calling card an 
architecture studio needs in order to thrive.    
4.1. By any other name 
 uite difficult, partly because of the widespread, though erroneous belief that 
a catchy, clever name will effectively supplant a carefully constructed branding strategy. While this is far from true, 
names are nevertheless of tremendous importance, as they 
memorable, creative and - why not - fun way. Over the years, the names of architecture firms have evolved from the 
terse enumeration of the names of the partners, connected with ampersands, to the inclusion of graphic elements 
with visual impact (+ instead of &), to contractions, initials and, finally, to symbolic monikers and arbitrary 
capitalization. These same trends can also be observed in Romania, although the number of studio names in each 
category is inversely proportional to the newness of the naming trend. Most studios bear the names of the founder or 
associates, initials or name conflations only relevant to the partners. The second most popular option, a little more 
effective in communicating the identity of a studio, employ the terms architecture, studio, project, art, tectonic (or 
their abbreviations) in combination with other words. Next, in terms of frequency, come the names which entice the 
prospective client with the promised quality of the services offered  along the lines of Top Survey or Best Project. 
Finally, the names hinting at a well-developed brand identity are the rarest, but the strength of the message shines 
through  Viewpoint, PositivConcept, Trilitica, etc. 
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4.2. Object, service, experience  the comprehensive image 
 Architecture walks the fine line between client involvement and the upholding of a set of aesthetic values, and 
architects are generally opposed to marketing themselves as service providers. Sometimes, the resulting confusion 
over what the end product offered by architecture studios actually is  a built object, a service, or a spatial 
experience  
range of services, or downplay important aspects to the benef
deliver finished products to be marketed and sold to the public, but rather creative enterprises with a heavy dose of 
arketing strategy which addresses all 
three elements  the service, the built object, and the resulting spatial experience connected to said object  all 
 
5. Conclusions  Marketing options for small studios 
 The idea behind this paper was to highlight some of the complex issues which govern the relationship between 
architecture and marketing, and formulate a brief list of feasible, cost-effective measures suitable for small 
architecture studios, especially in a country such as Romania, where marketing is an unjustly glossed-over aspect in 
the development plans of such studios.  
To begin with, a studio needs a clear vision of who they are, what they have to offer, what makes them unique 
and what their realistic position in the market is. The next step is a marketing strategy devised and continuously 
updated by a professional marketer specialized in the field of architecture. A solid, compelling brand identity, good 
market positioning, creative brand promotion and periodic and project-based market research ought to be the staples 
of this strategy. Since not all studios can allocate resources to the employment of permanent marketing staff, the best 
option is to work with professional marketing firms who offer consulting services for small enterprises.  
Networking is a must for small studios who are looking to increase their market reach. Allying with firms 
offering services connected to architecture (contracting, constructions, graphic design, local real estate agents, etc.) 
and working out a system of mutual referrals will increase exposure and market reach.  
Finally, the internet and associated system of new media are powerful networking and advertising tools. Building 
a network of interconnected media nodes (search engine visibility, website, blogs, representation on visually-
oriented social sites, applications for mobile devices, virtual business cards on professional networks, mailing lists 
and newsletters) means improved visibility at a national, even international level, and it also doubles as forward-
looking advertising. Speaking of advertising, a fledgling area in the promotion of architecture firms in Romania, 
studios might try promoting their services outside magazines specialized in architecture, decoration and 
construction, where it is all too easy to be overlooked in the abundance of firms offering the same deals and the 
flashy presence of heavyweight competitors.          
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